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HARBOR STYLE MAGAZINE ARTICLE 
Harbor Style Magazine did an article on motorcycling for their September 

issue. They came down and interviewed us and then we had a photo shoot. A 

very cool experience all & all. 

The article was not just about FL2-F but we were featured along with some of 

the folks from other organizations. I downloaded the text of the article from 

their website and they sent me all the pics they took. Below are some the Pics 

and the article 

 
 

  

  



  

  



 
 

 

Harbor Style Magazine 

 Sept 2018. 

Get Your Motor 

Running 
Jonathon Kosec 

TODAY’S BIKER LOVES 

NOTHING MORE THAN 

ENJOYING LIFE OUT ON THE 

OPEN ROAD WHILE 

FOCUSING ON FOSTERING 

SAFETY, HAVING FUN, 

CREATING COMMUNITY 

AND RAISING MONEY FOR A 

GOOD CAUSE. 

  

IT’S A PRETTY SAFE BET that it was the Fourth of July weekend, 1947, which 

cast in stone that long-held American thought in regards to outlaw bikers and 

subsequently colored forever the view some people have taken in regard to 



people who ride motorcycles. For it was on that weekend, at a motorcycle rally 

in Hollister, Calif., that the outlaw image took hold and was immediately 

demonized through the media and through pictures. 

  

A staff writer for the San Francisco Chronicle described the rally as “the 

outburst of terrorism.” Later, a Life Magazine photographer snapped a picture 

of a biker named Eddie Davenport on his motorcycle with a beer bottle in 

each hand, and beer bottles surrounding the photo, suggested by some to have 

been placed there by the photographer for effect. Connecting his dazed look, 

the obvious trouble at the rally, which indeed did break out, and the 

sensationalism of the media coverage of the event, it is apparent that the rough 

image of the biker was cast indelibly onto the American psyche. 

It would not be long thereafter that Hollywood would support that image with 

a few films. The world birthed a brand new negative image that weekend, and 

the academic debate has continued ever since – we have carried that image 

around in our minds eye. It may even color the way we look at those noisy two 

wheelers who go blaring by us on their motorcycles! 

 These days in Southwest Florida, we see groups of motorcyclists heading down 

the back roads and, to some extent, those images come back to us. But while 

we sit in our cars and simultaneously may be thinking back to the negative 

images, at the same time we find ourselves wishing we were out there enjoying 

the road. So set the negativity aside as we dive into the topic of motorcycling as 

wonderful pastime on the roads here in our little slice of paradise. 

 First and perhaps foremost, motorcycles are an expression of the personality 

of their owner. There are a number of ways to look at the topic, and so a visit to 

one of best known dealers, Bert’s Black Widow Harley Davidson, was in order. 

 The 115-year-old Harley Davidson motorcycle brand allows the owner the 

opportunity to customize their bike in any variety of ways that they so choose 

with the appropriate exchange of custom parts that change the “look” of the 

bike after it leaves the showroom. Jeff Purdie, parts manager for Bert’s Black 

Widow, showed off the entire back wall of the store, where there are parts that 

can make each bike unique. “Most people want to make sure their bike sounds 

like a Harley,” Purdie stated, “so they will modify and make the appropriate 

changes to make it look and sound exactly the way they want.” There are a 

variety of additional component parts that are all branded in some way with 

the Harley Davidson logo and in turn can be mixed or matched to complement 

the individual bike. 



 It is not a secret that the Harley Davidson has been the romanticized model of 

motorcycle over the years. All manner of people drive them, including vice 

presidents, judges, doctors, lawyers and people from any and all vocations. 

“They provide the ability for people to be exactly who they are” said Christi 

Rife, who serves as Bert’s Riding Academy Manager. “People can be and do 

exactly what they want with their bikes to put your own signature on it as you 

apply different features – that makes yours unique.” When asked just who is 

looking for this kind of freedom, Rife shared, “we had an 84-year-old woman 

come in, buy a trike, take the training and off she went.” It seems the image is 

unique, to say the least. When it comes to picking the right bike, Rife smiles 

and said, “My motorcycle chose me!” 

 Many grew up in a time when there was a more utilitarian purpose behind 

motorcycle ownership. Glen Disbrow, who leads the Punta Gorda chapter of 

the Gold Wing Road 

Riders Association (GWRRA), shared that his first motorcycle was purchased 

“because quite simply I could not afford a car back then.” Humble beginnings 

back in the day have seen the motorcycle evolve into a method of 

transportation that rivals many low-end automobiles today. From his 

perspective as a consumer of motorcycles, there is a very practical side of the 

story to look at. Yet people do look for more than just practicality. 

 Demographics are constantly changing, and for its part, Bert’s Black Widow is 

seeing an increase in both millennials and women purchasing bikes. According 

to Suzie Smith, marketing director at Bert’s, you cannot make assumptions as 

who is doing what. “There is a new focus on the millennial who is buying a bike 

for the first time as well as those who are getting a bike of their own who 

happen to be a woman,” she said. Stereotypes seem to fade, as the concern for 

good quality machinery for good safe drivers is apparent. When pressed to 

share what the “typical customer” looks like, Smith declined. ‘There is just not 

a typical customer. Each person is unique in his or her own way,” she stated. 

 “Just as much as anything, we are selling a lifestyle here,” said Tim Maddux, 

business manager at Bert’s. “People love the freedom of riding, being in the 

wind. Some people have therapists, and some people have throttles.” 

 With the natural beauty of Southwest Florida being close at 

hand, one can see the truth to that thought. This is a great way to forget the 

problems of the day! The thought was repeated by several people talked to – 

“You won’t see a Harley parked in front of a therapist’s office.” The freedom of 

the ride serves as a centering technique for many. 



 People also like to show they belong. Bert’s Black Widow happens to be fourth 

out of 636 dealers across the nation in t-shirt sales. “Our t-shirts are designed 

locally and then sold only here,” said Tammy Still, the general merchandise 

manager at Bert’s. There are full lines of decorative clothing and other 

merchandise right alongside the fully branded Harley Davidson clothing that is 

specifically made for safety in motorcycle riding, making the ride better and 

more comfortable. And, of course, you guessed it – it is almost all black in 

color. There is even a line of Harley Davidson articles for your pet, and they 

appear to be doing quite well, according to Still. Since Bert’s is a pet-friendly 

store, one would expect “doggles” would be a best seller. 

 Motorcyclists like to get together to talk, and, mostly, they talk about 

motorcycles. Bert’s General Manager Randy Miller shares the “passion” most 

people have for their motorcycle. “It is an emotional purchase, to be sure,” he 

stated. “Motorcycles have continued to advance with technological advances to 

make them more comfortable to use as well as safer as they evolve.” 

 “We see the effects of the travelers from up north,” said Finance Manager 

Kristel LaCosse. “We have 20 to 30 out of state residents purchasing 

motorcycles here and titling them back at home.” It appears the love of the 

roads here in Florida is a bit contagious! 

 In the state of Florida, it is mandatory that people receive a motorcycle 

endorsement on their driver’s license before they can drive the motorcycle. The 

Riding Academy at Bert’s helps accomplish that: a three day process, with one 

day in a classroom setting and then two days on the range, a dedicated road 

course for the motorcycle. “We have weekday and weekend classes, so it is 

open to most anyone who wants to take the course,” said Rife, who heads up 

the teaching staff at Bert’s that has more than 100 years of coaching experience 

between them. They also feature advanced courses, which allow the biker to 

hone their expert skills to an extremely high level of technique. 

 The Gold Wing Road Rider Association, as an international organization, 

functions to provide a framework for people who love motorcycles just to get 

together to have some fun and promote motorcycles as well as motorcycling as 

a way of living. Friendships are developed over time, and people have been 

known to take long trips (on a motorcycle, of course!) to visit friends who are 

members of the GWRRA in different chapters. Glen Disbrow, head of the 

Punta Gorda chapter, commented, “It is common for people who travel to 

contact members of other chapters to come and visit, even stay at their homes 

as they travel.” It doesn’t matter what brand you ride; what does matter is that 

when you belong to an organization like the GWRRA, “you have a directory of 

likeminded people willing to extend a hand along the way,” Disbrow said. 



 Safety is at the core of what motorcycling is all about. They share the same 

unique problem with regular two-wheel bicyclists in the fact that they are not 

always seen. The GWRRA conducts “School Motorist Awareness” sessions so 

that people can be taught, or even reminded, that they are not alone on the 

road. “We all need to be in the moment,” Disbrow stated, “we all need to be 

watching out for motorcyclists and bicyclists.” It does not limit the fact, that in 

accidents, the common refrain heard is, “I just didn’t see it coming.” With the 

safety training that bikers receive when they get their motorcycles, combined 

with these ongoing efforts, it is hoped that the road can become a safer place 

for all concerned. All must practice safe driving no matter what side of the 

equation one is on. There is no place for distracted driving on the highways of 

today, despite the fact that there are dozens of things that will distract us if we 

let them. 

 The GWRRA takes the role of safety quite seriously, sending their instructors 

through their own “university” for certification and then subsequent teaching. 

“There is a lot of science and skill to the art of motorcycling and we take our 

training role quite seriously, in the midst of the community we bring together.” 

Only after completion of the necessary courses are the teachers able to teach 

the ways of safety on the highways. There is that large of a commitment to 

safety, even to the teaching of basic first aid, including CPR training, for its 

members. 

 There is an incredibly huge social side of motorcycling that some might 

overlook. People who love “the lifestyle” tend to like to reach out to others and 

ride together. They gather for the fellowship of the ride, and for the chance just 

to enjoy the outdoors and the community that is built when riders get together. 

“The Gold Wing Road Rider Association is one such group, and the Punta 

Gorda chapter “Gulf Coast Wings” is a nonprofit group that exists basically to 

support and promote motorcycles,” Disbrow said. Their motto, “Friends for 

Fun, Safety, and Knowledge,” speaks to the role that the group serves for 

motorcycle owners from around the area. “We get to be good friends,” he said 

as he describes the 30 chapters of GWRRA across Florida. “Everyone is 

welcomed, and it does not matter what type of motorcycle you might ride.” 

 The Gulf Coast Wings head out for two team rides each week, for fun, pizza 

night and things like ice cream runs. “We just have fun,” Disbrow said, “and we 

talk motorcycles.” 

 For its part, the Harley Owners Group (HOG) is represented locally at Bert’s 

Black Widow with the 200-plus-member “Spider City USA” group, headed up 

by Gary Bird. The group promotes twice a week rides to various destinations 

on Wednesdays and Sundays. People from all walks of life gather to catch a 

ride when and if they can, allowing each riding group to be of various sizes 



depending on the day and the location chosen. These groups usually head out 

and stop at a restaurant for a bite to eat and just to be able to sit and talk with 

each other for a while. When completed, they get back on the road again and 

head back. 

 Rather than being difficult, these groups work in their respective areas to 

promote community, where bikers can meet other bikers and join in on the 

fun. More often than not, widows and widowers who used to ride with their 

spouses when they were alive now return to these groups for the community 

support they engender. And, as fate would have it, new relationships are 

formed, all centered on the love of the motorcycle. Who would have guessed 

that a hog could be responsible for true love blooming again? 

 There are lots of motorcycle groups around the state that serve the same 

purpose as GWRRA and Spider City USA. Yet since we have journeyed so far 

from those 1947 days, we see that not only do these groups meet, they meet 

together for a cause. Suzie Smith pointed out that there is more to it than just 

coming together. “We get together for a reason, for fundraising and for safety 

education. We sponsor Poker Runs, Teddy Bear Runs, even Blue Line Bear 

Runs.” The purpose of these runs is to raise money for a variety of purposes, 

from local charities and for larger concerns such as emergency services support 

and fundraising for children’s hospitals. Various groups meet at Bert’s, in a 

supportive environment, for both the fellowship of the riding as well as raising 

money for a variety of good causes. They bring donations in, go for the ride, 

enjoy the time together and everybody wins. Bert’s underwrites local charity 

fundraising events, so that it is a winwin for everybody. After all, it appears it is 

all about community that these bikers are truly working toward. 

 Riding for a good cause seems a far stretch from the rough and tumble biker 

image of a few decades back. Just plain fun, getting lost with the wind in your 

face and the steady roar of your bike beneath you awaits as you head out on the 

highway each chance you get. There is just something about how getting on a 

bike and taking off changes everything. As the phrase goes, “If I have to explain 

it, you wouldn’t understand.” 

 As we watch these groups of bikers stream past us on the weekend, we can 

pause a moment to wonder just what charitable purpose they might be 

supporting this weekend, rather than thinking ill of them as they rumble by. 

While the Hollywood image of the rough and tumble biker is still out there 

today, there is plenty of evidence that these road warriors have a different, 

more charitable side to them. Groups that gather around motorcycles these 

days are groups that foster safety, have fun, create community and raise money 

for the good of us all. 

 



A FUN TRIP TO WING DING AND 

COLORADO 
 

 

 

During August and September, we took a really great road 

trip. We started out from here riding with Brad Mohr and 

Brad and Liz Finn. We stopped at a B&B in Helen Ga and 

spent two days riding the wonderful Smokey Mountain 

country around Helen. Next, we stopped at Whittier NC and 

spent two days there riding the Chehola Skyway, the tail of 

the Dragon, and the Blue Ridge Mountain. Next stop was 

Knoxville where we attended Wing Ding. It was great to see 

everyone. We met up with several of our “snow bird” friends. 

Surly was great to see them and catch up with them what they 

had been doing over the summer. The vendor area was very 

good, we bought ourselves a new seat and some other 

goodies. The attendance at Wing Ding was outstanding. The 

attendance was over 8000 from my latest understanding. WE 

left Wing Ding on Saturday and let Garmin lead the way to 

Colorado. The hills and mountains in Missouri were fantastic 

then we hit Kansas ..well never mind…but Colorado was 

terrific. We visited family there and had some great riding in 

the mountains as well. The air gets thin at 14000 feet! On the 

way back we rode in the Arkansas Ozarks. We stopped in a 

very old general store and café call the Oark Inn. There was 

great food and we met up other GWRRA members from 

Chapter F  (F troop) in Arkansas and several other folks who 

were just out riding. We all had lunch together and a pretty 

good time. The entire trip took just shy of a month, it was a 

blast to go but it is good to be back home. 

 

We have a lot of interesting stuff coming up this season and 

our staff is getting filled in and rounded out. We are looking 

forward to this year. It is going to be a lot of fun. 

 

We could use some help this year. If anyone is interested in 

taking over the newsletter, or Motorist Awareness, we could 

certainly use your help. 

 

 



 

DAVE & JAN BEUKER – A.C.D.  AND RIDE 

COORDINATOR 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 
 
Glad to beck in Florida. We made it on Sept 15. We made the ride on Sept. 18 and we 
went to Wauchula to Nicholas Restaurant. Don led and did a good job. It was good to 
get familiar again with the roads. We have also gone to Zek’s and to Erma’s and had a 
good ride each time. Thanks Don.   
 
I have Oct rides figured out but we have not had team meeting yet to decide when We 
are going to the fall rides. We are having t meeting this Tuesday so it will be decided 
then.   
 
That is all I have for this letter. Dave your Ride Coordinator.  
 
 

 

 

 
 

Don’t forget South County Honda offers 10% discount on hard parts to FL2-F 

members. 

 

 

 



MEC CORNER 
 

KUDOs TO SOUTH COUNTY HONDA – SUPPORTING OUR 

CHAPTER 

Since I took this job a couple of years ago, we have been receiving 
donations, sponsorship, Bike Talks support and 10% discount on 
parts (show your GWRRA card or mention FL2-F) from South 
County Honda in Venice, FL.  
 
We asked Shawn, South County owner, if would lend FL2-F a 2018 
Goldwing for display at our booth during Englewood Bike Nights. He 
agreed – good advertising for him and our Chapter. Most dealers 
would balk at something like this and South County deserves a lot of 
credit for backing our Chapter with an expensive machine. THIS IS 

REAL SPONSORSHIP!!! 
 
 But on a personal note, I want to relate an incident that happened to me and 
how JR, South County’s Master Mechanic, went the extra mile in saving my ass!!  
 
During the ride to Wing Ding 40, I lost my right rear trunk running light – an 
annoyance but I had plenty of tools and even a spare. Breaking out the socket to loosen 
the three nuts holding the light compartment, all three nuts and bolts freely turned. I 
couldn’t get the bolts off.  
 
Once back home I used different torques, nut loosening spray, and even tried heating 
the nuts hoping they would reseat in the plastic mountings – all to no avail. I finally 
called JR at South County and he told me to bring the bike in. JR and his team spent 
over an hour trying to get the cover off to change the bulb. Finally, JR went to a 2006 
junker that was onsite, pulled the right trunk light compartment, removed the one off 
of my bike and replaced the compartment with the 2006 module. He refused to charge 
me for the parts or the labor stating that a lot of our Chapter members have brought 
their bikes in for servicing and he was just glad to help with a crappy Honda part that 
should not have failed. NOW THAT IS SERVICE!!!!  
 
All I can say is that JR is “THE MAN” and South County will get all future servicing 
work required on any bike I own. He really saved me from a maintenance nightmare.  
 
Next time you are in Venice, stop by and say Hi to either Shawn or JR. They stand by 
their work and have really supported our Chapter!!! 
 
Any comments:  Brad Mohr, 571 527-8901 or mohr.bradley@gmail.com  

 
 

mailto:mohr.bradley@gmail.com


 
 

CHAPTER GATHERING SATURDAY Oct 6. 
 

Our next Chapter Gathering is Saturday Oct 6. Breakfast is at 8 AM with a short update 
meeting at 9AM. Come on out, these are a lot of fun. Ride to follow the Gathering, meet 
in the parking lot after the meeting. Golden Corral 1451 Tamiami Punta Gorda. 
 

ENGLEWOOD BIKE NIGHT 
 
The Englewood Moose Lodge is sponsoring a Bike Night once each month in 
Englewood on the Third Saturday of each month (Except October). Glen Disbrow and 
Brad Mohr have worked closely with the Englewood Moose lodge to secure a booth for 
our chapter. The Moose Lodge is providing this space free of charge but we do go down 
and help them set up the events and then go down and help clean up after the events. 
Kudos to Brad for staying on top of the situation. 
 
We have been using the booth to sell raffle tickets for Rider Education, to expose the 
public to Motorist Awareness, and tell people who we are and help recruit new 
members for GWRRA.  Thanks to Dick Shaner for bringing his brand new  2018 
Goldwing to show off. Thanks as well to everyone who has come down and help set up 
the booth and talk with all the folks who stop by. We have had a lot of fun doing that. 
 
People are becoming aware of who we are and that we want to promote fun, safety and 
knowledge. Come down and support us. Talking with all these folks is great! 



 



RIDER EDUCATION 

Hi All 

Our riding season is getting closer as the SW Florida population 
begins it’s annual explosion.  As part of the GWRRA, we have 
access to some of the best Motorcycle Safety related training.  
And it’s FREE. 

As we start to wind up our seminars, modules, FirstAid/CPR 
classes, etc., please consider taking a class or two. 

A few things to think about.  I found this on the National Safety Council web site.  

Pete & Lori 

Motorcycle Safety is a Two-way Street 

 

When spring is in the air,  
motorcycles are everywhere. Do you 
long for the freedom that comes with 
riding on the open road? Then it's 
critical to respect your machine and 
improve your skills throughout your 
lifetime. 

But that's only half the story. 
Motorists interested only in four-
wheeled vehicles still have a major 
responsibility in keeping 
motorcyclists safe on the road. 

In recognition of National Motorcycle Safety Awareness Month in May, the 
National Safety Council reminds riders – and drivers – to do their part. 
 
First, Some Stats 
In 2016, 4,976 motorcycle riders and passengers died in crashes, and nonfatal injuries 
that year totaled 88,000, according to Injury Facts® 2017, the statistical compendium 
on unintentional deaths and injuries published by NSC. Fatalities among motorcycle 
riders and passengers have increased nearly 3% from 2006, driven largely by an 8% 
increase in 2015. 

https://one.nhtsa.gov/planners/ShareTheRoad2009/index.cfm
https://www.nsc.org/work-safety/tools-resources/injury-facts


• Motorcycles make up 3% of all registered vehicles and only .7% of all vehicle miles 
traveled in the U.S. 

• Motorcyclists accounted for 13% of all traffic fatalities in 2016 

• 26% of riders who died in a motorcycle crash in 2016 were alcohol-impaired 

• 91% of riders who died in a motorcycle crash in 2016 were male 

 

Drivers: Do You Ever Think About Motorcycles? 

 
The vast majority of vehicles on the road 

are not motorcycles. They're cars and 

vans and trucks. It's quite possible that 

as a driver you rarely think about 

motorcycles. 

This is a problem. 

"When motorcycles and other vehicles 

collide, it is usually the other (non-

motorcycle) driver who violates the 

motorcyclist's right of way," according 

to an issue statement from NHTSA. 

"There is a continuing need to help other motorists 'think' motorcycles and to educate 

motorcyclists to be aware of this problem." 

Why do drivers often violate motorcyclists' right of way? 

• Motorcycles are relatively small and drivers don't see them 

• Drivers don't anticipate motorcycles' movements 

• The driver's view of the motorcyclist is obstructed, often by the vehicle's blind spots or 

other vehicles 

• The driver is distracted 

Driver education programs should emphasize these issues – especially in programs for mature 

drivers who may have diminished abilities. 

36% of All Fatalities in 2016 Were Older Riders 
Riders 50 and older made up 36% of all motorcycle fatalities in 2016, according to the 
Insurance Institute for Highway Safety. So-called "re-entry riders," who rode in their 
20s and decided to take it up again in their late 40s to 60s face additional challenges 
today: more traffic, more powerful bikes, more distracted drivers and diminished 
physical skills. 
If you're going to ride a motorcycle, it's important to commit to a lifetime of learning 
new skills and brushing up on the old ones. 

http://www.nhtsa.gov/people/injury/pedbimot/motorcycle/00-NHT-212-motorcycle/social31-32.html
http://www.nhtsa.gov/people/injury/pedbimot/motorcycle/00-NHT-212-motorcycle/social31-32.html
http://www.nhtsa.gov/people/injury/pedbimot/motorcycle/00-NHT-212-motorcycle/social31-32.html
https://www.nsc.org/road-safety/safety-topics/distracted-driving
https://www.nsc.org/safety-training/defensive-driving/courses/online#motorcycle
http://www.iihs.org/iihs/topics/t/motorcycles/fatalityfacts/motorcycles/2016


Read about Baby Boomers and motorcycle safety concerns. 

Skill and Gear Can Protect You 
A helmet is the most important equipment a biker can use. In 2016, 1,876 motorcyclists 
who died were not wearing a helmet. 

Helmets are estimated to be 37% effective in preventing fatal injuries for operators and 
41% for passengers, according to Injury Facts® 2017. 
• A full-coverage helmet offers the most protection 

• Look for the DOT sticker, which guarantees the helmet meets safety standards 
required by law 

• Never buy a used helmet; helmets are useless after they've been worn in a crash 

• Here is a fact sheet on motorcycle helmet use from NHTSA 
Not every state has a helmet law, but even if yours doesn't, wear one anyway.  A 
motorcycle crash is a "violent event." More than 80% of all reported motorcycle crashes 
result in injury or death, according to NHTSA.  In addition to wearing a helmet: 
• Choose a bike that fits you; "supersport bikes" have driver death rates about four 

times that of cruisers or standard bikes, according to the Insurance Institute for 
Highway Safety 

• Invest in antilock brakes 

• New riders should take a motorcycle safety course, and experienced riders should 
take refresher courses after being off their bikes for a while 

• Know the rules of the road 

• Be aware that riding with a passenger requires considerably more skill 

• Never drink and ride 

• Drive defensively, especially at intersections, where half of all collisions occur 

• Watch for hazards like potholes, manhole covers, oil slicks, puddles, debris, railroad 
tracks and gravel 

• Assume you are invisible to other motorists and position yourself to be seen 

• Use headlights day and night 

• Be courteous; don't weave in and out of lanes, or ride on the shoulder or between 
lanes 

• Don't speed 

• Wear bright and/or reflective clothing that is durable and boots that cover the 
ankles 

• Wear goggles, glasses or use a face shield that is ventilated to prevent fogging, and 
make sure it's clear if riding at night 

 

 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4978754/
http://www-nrd.nhtsa.dot.gov/Pubs/812110.PDF
http://www.iihs.org/iihs/topics/laws/helmetuse/mapmotorcyclehelmets
http://www.nhtsa.gov/people/injury/pedbimot/motorcycle/safebike/anatomy.html
http://www.nhtsa.gov/people/injury/pedbimot/motorcycle/safebike/anatomy.html
http://www.iihs.org/iihs/news/desktopnews/popularity-of-high-performance-motorcycles-helps-push-rider-deaths-to-near-record-high
http://www.iihs.org/iihs/news/desktopnews/popularity-of-high-performance-motorcycles-helps-push-rider-deaths-to-near-record-high


Other Resources 
• The Motorcycle Safety Foundation offers safety booklets, downloadable Rider 

Course handbooks, videos, quick tips, white papers and more. They also can help 
you find a motorcycle safety course near you. 

• RideApart publishes its list of the 10 most common causes for motorcycle accidents 
and how to avoid them, complete with videos taken by helmet crash cams of what 
can go wrong. 

 

A WORD FROM RICK & PAM NORTHRUP-SENIOR DISTRICT EDUCATORS 

A few years ago I had the opportunity to take my education a step further in GWRRA. 
I became a TRC RCI. That’s a Trike Rider Course Rider Course Instructor. I really 

thought I was getting too old for this stuff but, 
I found out one never gets too old to learn 
something! I also found out I was truly ready 
for a trike. (However, we won’t go into all 
that!) Now for the past few years I have had 
the honor to conduct numerous TRC classes, 
not only just around our district but to assist 
other districts when needed, and also at Wing 
Ding. For me, the invitation to Wing Ding was 
a great honor and I appreciated the 
confidence they had in me. I look forward to 
conducting more TRC classes throughout our 
district as we progress. Something I 
overheard numerous times has been “I have 
been riding since I was knee high to a 
grasshopper. Why do I need to bother with 
another class?” Well, it’s not to insult you, 
your knowledge or skills, these classes are to 
hone and re-affirm your knowledge and skills. 
Let’s be honest, there are some things we tend 
to forget or let slide and maybe don’t do just 

like it should be done best. That’s what these classes are geared for. To remind us of 
forgotten skills, easier methods, and sometimes to actually teach us something we 
really didn’t know.  

True, I haven’t ridden a trike for a million years. Or a motorcycle like Evil Kenevil for 
ten million years. But, I do try to be safety conscious in my riding habits and try to 
pass that on in my classes. Being trained through GWRRA Rider Course Instructor 
Certification Program, (RCICP), I have that curriculum and my background in 
education to present this in an effective manner. 

 

http://www.msf-usa.org/library.aspx#ridercourse-materials-link
http://rideapart.com/articles/10-common-motorcycle-accidents-and-how-to-avoid-them
http://rideapart.com/articles/10-common-motorcycle-accidents-and-how-to-avoid-them


 

 
 
 

 
 

OPEN ROAD OUTFITTERS 

 



WINTER RIDE SCHEDULE TO BEGIN 
 
Our winter riding schedule will begin Wednesday October 17.  Rides are  every 
Wednesday and Saturday. We will meet behind the McDonalds in the parking lot of the 
Peachland Promenade Shopping Center 24133 Peachland Blvd, Port Charlotte 33954 at 
9:30 AM the ride leaves at 10:00AM. 
 

CHECK THE WEBSITE FOR RIDE INFO 
Be sure to check our web site www. gwrra-fl2-f.org for ride destinations, times and 
other pertinent info. You might also check out the photo gallery and look around. Lots 
of interesting stuff. 
 

YOU HAVE INPUT AS TO WHERE WE GO AND 
WHAT WE DO! 

This is YOUR Chapter. We all want to do things that are fun and exciting. If you have a 
place you want to go or an idea for something you want to do please let us know. Call 
Brad Mohr, Glen Disbrow, Dave Beuker, Don Irgens or any chapter officer. 
 
CHANGES TO WEEKLY RIDES:  Changes to the weekly rides may happen from time 

to time due to a great number of different factors. Check the website for the most up to date 

information 

CONTACT INFO: Your Chapter Directors are Glen & Edee Disbrow. Email is 

glen.disbrow@gmail.com and  phone is 206-396-0848.  My address is 20972 Exmore  

Ave, Port Charlotte FL 33952 

You are receiving this email because you have expressed interest in receiving information from and 

about GWRRA Chapter FL2-F Gulf Coast Wings. If you wish to be removed from the email list send 

an email to glen.disbrow@gmail.com and write “Remove Me” in the subject line and I will remove 

your name from the email list. Your email address is used only for Chapter business and is not given 

to anyone else for any reason 

 

WHATS GOING ON.  

Come on your bike, Come on your trike, come in your car – just be there! 

Rides will meet behind the McDonalds in the parking lot of the Peachland Promenade 
Shopping Center 24133 Peachland Blvd, Port Charlotte 33954. Rides meet at 9:30 AM 
Ride leaves at 10 AM through May 16. Starting May 19, rides will meet at 730 AM rides 
will leave the parking lot at 800 AM 
 
 



 

 
 

                                                         OCTOBER 2018 

       

Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday 

 1 2 3 4 5 6 

   730 AM 

Breakfast 

Ride 

  8 AM Chapter 

Gathering 

10 Am Ice 

Cream Run 

7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

   730 AM 

Breakfast 

Ride 

  730 AM 

Breakfast 

Ride 

14 15 16 17 18 19 20 

   930 AM 

Der Dutchman 

Sarasota 

  No Ride Punta 

Gorda Air 

Show 

21 22 23 24 25 26 27 

   930 Am  

Jacuranda 

Hotel Avon 

Park 

  930 AM 

JR’s Runway 

Grill 

Sebring 

28 29 30 31    

   930 AM 

Smokin’ Joes 

Bowling Green 

  8AM 

Chapter 

Gathering 

10 AM -White 

Elecpaant Grill 

 

 


